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INSTRUCTIONS FOR
MODEL 160G ELECTitO SHOCK TH&Jl&PY

- CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUE -

1. Turn equipment cm. Plug female end of line cord into receptacle provided
on side of carrying case. Male end of line cord is plugged into any convenient
110-120 volt, 50/60 wall outlet.

Throw "power" switch to the "ON! position. The white pilot light alongside
the switch AoiLd light immediately. Allow instrument to warm up for at least
two minutes before attempting to use.

2. APPLY ELECTRODES
npply electrode jelly to the patient's temples, rubbing in thoroughly so that
the entire area to be covered by the electrodes is moistened. Cover the
electrode surface with a thin layer of electrode jelly and apply the electrode
to the temporal region, holding securely in place by the rubber belt supplied.
Fasten firmly so that electrode cannot slip or move.

3. SET VOLTAG&

Throw ?1Sk)ck power" switch to the "ON'* position. The white pilot light
alongside the switch should light. Then set the voltage to the desired value,
using the adjustmeat is/ the center of paael, below Voltmeter marked
" ADJUST"VOLTAGE . This voltage may be read directly on the meter.

The convulsive threshold for each new patient is usually determined by starting
with low voltage and currents, for one tenth (. 10) of a second. If the first
attempt does not produce a convulsion a second attempt with slightly higher
values can be made ten to fiteen xHma minutes later.

If itis desired to approach a Grande-Mai condition gradually, a voltage of
about 150 volts at. 1 sex .may be a good starting point. This will usually
produce a blank or perhaps a Petit-Mat seizure. Increments of 10 to 20 volts
may tken be used until a Grande-Mai occurs. If a Grande-Mai is desired
immediately, regardless of the threshold value, a voltage of 200 volts at
. 15 seconds should in most cases produce the desired result.

4. SET TIME.

The timer is then set for the desired time interval as indi cated by the setting
of the knob. While the normal range used with the present technique is . 10
second, the ranges available are . 10, . 15, . 20, . 25, . 35, . 40, . 45, . 50,
. 75 and 1.0 seconds. When it is necessary to use an excessive voltage to
produce a Grande-Mai, the time interval used can be increased instead of
f»«» voltage. In general, either a time or voltage increase will produce the
same result.
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5. APPLY SHOCK.

getting the voltage and time, and making sure the electrodes are stilt
in the correct position on the patient, the push button uuarked "Start Shock**
is firmly decreased and held down lor the duration of the shock. If it is
desired to stop the treatment before the entire preset interval has elapsed,
it is merely necessary to release the button.

For thfc utmost protection of the patient, it is recommended that the
'shock power* switch be turned off immediately after releasing th«
"Start-Shock" switch.

The treatment voltage required with this type of equipment ; may be slightly
higher than that required with other equipment. This is dut to an internal
resistance which has been incorported to minimize the effect of variation
of contact and patient resistance. Thus, the indicated voltage read on the
voltmeter is not the actual voltage applied directly at the patient. The
actual patient voltage is this indicate* voltage minus the internal drop
in the machine. The internal drop of the .iiacMne is equal to the current
through the patient times the internal resistance of the machine,.

Thus, with an internal resistance of 100 ohms, and a patient resistance of
100 ohms, the actual voltage on the patient is o ,ly half the applied voltage.
This may be noted by watching the voltmeter during the treatment and noting
how it drops during the shock interval.

After the electrodes are removed they should be thoroughly washed in *arm
water and dried in order to remove all traces of the paste and prevent the
electrodes from cfrroding.

PREPARATION OF PATIENT

1. It to usually desirable to undress the patient to bis underclothes. The
treatment should be made on a bed which has a mattress and no exposed
metal parts, so there is no danger of bruises from contact with metal parts
during the convulsion.

2. When the electrodes are placed on the temples, a mouthpiece should be
inserted in the patient's mouth and held in place during theentire treatment.
This will prevent any tendency of the patient to bite his tongue during the
convulsion. It is also a good policy to hold the lower jaw firmly to reduce
any tendency toward dislocation.

3. The electrodes are placed directly on the temporal regions. This region
shaid be prepared by thoroughly rubbing 'with with a conducting electrode
jelly. If there is an excessive amount of ohair, preventing good contact with
with the skin, thB hair should be cut or trimmed away. It is essential that
the electrodes make good contact over as large an area as possible.



It is usually desirable to remove the electrodes as soon as possible after the
shock. However, since these electrodes are light in weight and have no
exposed metal parts, they may, if necessary be left on for the entire treatment.

In order to keep the physical motion of the patient as email as possible
during the convulsion, it is necessary to firmly hoi d te patient's shoulders
down, a large pillow placed under the patient at the small of the back will
tend to keep the spine in the distended position and may reduce the magnitude
of the spinal motion,

If the patient does not show symptoms of a convulsion immediately after
the treatment, it does net necessarily follow that the threshold has not been
reached. In some cases the delayed attack may occur anywheres from
10 to 30 seconds or more after the application of the shock. It is, therefore,
advisable to definitely ascertain the result before leaving the patient
unattended. Symptoms of unconsciousness immediately after the XJSHXKJCXKXK
application of the shock is an indication that a delayed attack will follow.
Consciousness of the patient immediately after the application of the shock
is usually an indication that the threshold has not been reached.

For further details on the technique, injections of Amytal or other chemicals
for reduction of the violence of convulsion, and, in general more complete
evaluation of the therapeutic effectiveness of the treatment, it is suggested
that current literature in the field be referred to.

- GLISSANDO TECHNIQUE -

Operation is essentially the same as with the convention modality, bit controls
have been added to provide a smooth rise in current through the patient at a
controlled automatic rate. This rate is variable in 9 steps of , 2 seconds,
viz. .4; .6; . 8; 1.0; 1.2; 1.4; 1.6; 1.8; and 2.0 seconds, The
Glissando operation is such that when the GLISSANDO pushbuttom is firmly
depresse-'* % 1ELD DOWN for the duration of the treatment (releasing the
pushbutton automatically stops the treatment) the current through the
patient rises slowly, from zero to the maximum obtainable with the particular
voltage used, in the preset period the GLISSaNDO TIME dial. This is done
automatically with no effort on the part of the operator other than maintaining
the GLISSANDO push button firmly depressed for the entire treatment.

To use the Glissando technique* set the GLISSANDO TIME dial to the interval
through which it is desired to automatically cause the patient current to rise
smoothly from zero to its maximum value (as set by the voltmeter). For normal
work this should be approximately 1.0 - i. 4 seconds. This interval can be
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or lengthened, dependent on the reaction of the patient, it a
smoother unset is desired, increase the interval. II a faster induction
is desired, £ acreage the interval.

, Set the conventional timer (SHOCK DURATION) to the desired interval
(usually the same ar a slightly lower interval used without Glissando).

FIRMLY depress button marked GLISSANDO and Maintain depressed
during entire interval,

. A light system is incorporated within the equipment so that the green
pilot li$it above the GLISSANDO time switch lighti during the GLISSANDO
rise and the red pilot light above the SHOCK DURATION switch li^ts
during the conventional (sustained) treatment.

If double or triple shock technique is required with Glissando. it is only
necessary to depress the conventional puah button immediately after the
GLISSANDD push button is released. This may be depressed as many
times as desired as long as an interval of approximately 1/2 second is
allowed in the normal position so that the circuit may reset itself.

For ordinary (non-Glissando) Shock therapy work, disregard the
GLISS.iNDQ TIME dial and the GLISSANDO *MEK push button. Use the
SHOCK DURATION dial and the CONVENTIONAL push button in the same
manner as is indicated in the instruction booklet.


